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CUTTING TABLE FOR ROLLER BLINDS UK-1 MAX
The equipment includes:

- Cutting table 3600 mm length, 2770 mm width.
- End-cutting knife.
- Pneumatic fabric clamp.
- Tabletop lighting.
- Material feed device.

On this table you can cut:

- Fabric for the production of roller blinds;
- Different solid, thick tissues, felt;
- All kinds of textile products: carpets, rugs, runners, mats, floor coverings.

Cutting table for roller blinds consists of very rigid steel structures made of closed steel
profiles. The working table top is made of laminated 25 mm chipboard. The table is protected
by white powder coated aluminum on the perimeter. With the help of special screws you can
adjust the height of the table and align the table horizontally. The end-cutter knife is
attached to the working table top. The advantage of this end-cutter is that while cutting
through the thick material goes just a thin blade, not the leg of cutting knife.
Pay attention to the energy consumption of this machine: the motor that drives the circular
blade is used for moving the cut-off device on the bus (1 engine performs two functions).
Another advantage is the absence of idle, (process of cutting takes place in two directions).
Pressing a button on the control box at any time you can stop end-cutter e.g. to change the
direction and continue cutting.

The kit includes pneumatic clamping line, which will provide a strong and stable fixation of
the cut material. You can adjust the clamping line by using the joystick. Working air pressure
for the clamping line is 3-5 atmospheres. 
ATTENTION! This equipment is not available at once. It may be ordered after a thorough
discussion of the customer's needs. Time of production of the table is 7-30 days.

Specifications:

Cutting width:     up to 2500 mm
Tabletop width:     2770 mm
Tabletop length after cut-off line:     2600 mm or longer
Whole width:     2960 mm
Whole length:     3560 mm or longer
Tabletop height:     900 mm
Cutting speed:    0,36 m/s
Blade rotation speed:     1400  rpm
Blade diameter:     125 mm
Voltage:    380 V albo 220 V
Wattage:    250 W   /  410 W
Ultrasonic knife:    -
Mechanical round knife:    Yes
Fabric clamp:    Pneumatic, one side
Screen:    Yes, optional
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